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Introduction: Global climate change, which is characterized by climate warming, 
has become one of the most prominent risk problems in society at present. Climate 
migration brings many accompanying problems to the environment, economy, 
politics, society, and culture. It is of great theoretical and practical significance to 
study the internal relationship between climate change and population migration. 

Methods: The data were extracted from the Web of Science core collection 
database (WOS) and China Knowledge Network database (CNKI). A total of 785 
documents and 157 documents in the field of climate migration from 2008 to 
2021 were selected as analysis samples. Word frequency analysis, clustering 
analysis, sudden word detection analysis, and other methods were extensively 
used to build the evolution trend map of climate migration using CiteSpace visual 
bibliometric software. 

Results: It is concluded that climate migration research has experienced three 
stages of development: initial exploration stage (2008-2011), development 
enrichment stage (2012-2017), and system deepening stage (2018).The hot topics 
of climate migration include: (1) different types of climate migration research; (2) 
Quantitative model research on climate migration; (3) Climate justice research. 
Different types of climate migration include 7 main types: (1) migration caused 
by sea level rise; (2) Resettlement caused by flood disaster; (3) Migration due to 
worsening drought; (4) Migration caused by extreme climate events; (5) Voluntary 
migration due to climate change discomfort; (6) Project resettlement caused by 
climate change response engineering measures; (7) Migrants whose livelihoods 
are broken due to climate change.

Discussion: The study points out that climate migration research is an 
interdisciplinary research field, which needs joint research by scholars from 
different academic backgrounds. In the future climate migration research, 
1) strengthen the prediction ability of climate change population migration 
model; 2) Make use of China’s beneficial exploration in the migration fields such 
as engineering resettlement, ecological resettlement and poverty alleviation 
resettlement to formulate climate migration policies, regulations and strategic 
planning; 3) Establish a database cloud platform related to climate change and 
population migration; 4) Strengthen the exchange and cooperation between 
Chinese researchers in the field of climate migration and international scientific 
research institutions.
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1. Introduction

Climate change, along with its adverse impacts (Da Silva Espinoza 
et al., 2023), have triggered many actual or potential climate migrations 
(Black et al., 2011). Humanitarian crises, refugee flows, regional conflicts, 
and other issues caused by climate migration are increasingly attracting 
the attention of governments and the international community. They have 
become one of the core issues of universal concern to human society at 
this stage (Ionesco et al., 2016). With the change in the global climate 
model, the increase in the certainty of global warming has led to a shift in 
the direction of the Earth’s ocean current, which has led to the continuous 
rise of the tropical ocean surface temperature, the prolongation of the 
duration and intensity of global ocean storms, the increase in sea levels, 
the intensification of desertification, and the frequent occurrence of 
drought and flood (Oliveira et al., 2022). As a result, the climate has 
become extremely volatile (Morley et al., 2020). An extreme climate has 
spawned a large number of “climate migrants” who have had to migrate 
due to climate change, ecological imbalance, geological variation, and 
environmental pollution (Daoudy et al., 2022). Steve Trent, President of 
the Environmental Justice Foundation, pointed out that “climate change 
will affect families, infrastructure, food, water, and human health, and will 
also lead to unprecedented large-scale population migration”(Trent, 2022).

In 1990, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
pointed out in its report that “one of the most serious consequences of 
climate change is to affect population mobility (Houghton, 1996). 
Nicholas Stern put forward a clear message in the “Stern Review on 
the Economics of Climate Change (2007)”: Climate change is a severe 
problem, and the earth’s climate is changing rapidly, mainly due to the 
increase in greenhouse gases caused by human activities (Stern and 
Stern, 2007; Da Silva et al., 2023). In addition, the report proposes 
another view: the poorest countries will be hit hardest by climate 
change. Some regions are more vulnerable to these adverse factors 
than others. Generally, mitigation or adaptation is considered the only 
possible solution to these problems. However, those areas that are 
already extremely poor and vulnerable before the impact of climate 
change will not be able to mitigate or adapt to climate change in the 
usual sense. Therefore, people’s only hope is often to move from a 
habitable area to an area that may give them better living conditions 
(Stern and Stern, 2007). An increasing number of studies have shown 
that climate migration caused by climate change is a significant 
problem that mankind will face in the future (Heltberg et al., 2009; 
Burrows and Kinney, 2016).

On February 28, 2022, the sixth assessment report released by the 
IPCC emphasized that the average temperature of the Earth’s surface 
increased by approximately 1°C in the 50 years from 1850 to 1900 
(IPCC, 2022). According to the current data, the global temperature 
will increase by more than 1.5°C in the next 20 years (Pörtner et al., 
2022). Mr. Zhai Panmao, cochairman of the IPCC, pointed out that 
“climate change is affecting all regions in different forms, and this 
impact will be  further intensified with the continuous rise of 
temperatures”(Wang et  al., 2022). When the temperature rises by 
1.5°C, the warm season will be prolonged, and the cold season will 
be shortened. When the temperature rises by 2°C, the incidence of 
extremely high temperature weather will increase exponentially, 
reaching the tolerance threshold of agricultural production and 
human health. Climate change has different combined impacts on 
different places, and these impacts will be more far-reaching with the 
increase in temperatures. For example, climate change will intensify 
the global water cycle, which means that strong rainfall will 

be generated, resulting in floods, but drought may occur in other 
regions (Cui et al., 2021). Entering the 21st century, sea levels will 
continue to rise, devastating island countries and coastal areas 
(Goodell, 2018).

On March 1, 2022, the “China Climate Bulletin 2021” issued by the 
China Meteorological Administration showed that China has high 
precipitation, high temperature, significant warm and humid 
characteristics, frequent extreme weather events, and a poor climate. 
The annual average temperature across the country hit a new record 
high, with the high temperature lasting for a long time and ending late. 
In 2021, the annual average temperature in China will be 10.5°C, 1.0°C 
higher than that in 1981–2010, which is the warmest year since 1951. 
The rising temperature has led to the rise of sea levels, which has 
changed the land use in China’s coastal areas. Climate change may cause 
significant changes in the occurrence rules of flood and drought 
disasters in China and increase the frequency of extreme climate 
disasters. Therefore, it is highly imperative to do an excellent job in 
coping with climate disasters and overall planning for disaster avoidance 
and migration. However, the research on climate migration in China is 
weak, the research results are relatively scarce, the climate migration 
policy has not been formulated, and the practice of climate migration 
lacks technical guidance and systematic theoretical guidance 
(Wickramasinghe and Wimalaratana, 2016). Due to different national 
conditions and regions, the existing theories, models, and practical 
experience of climate migration need further comparative research, 
innovation, and development. Therefore, to discuss the current research 
situation in the field of climate migration at home and abroad, climate 
migration-related literature for quantitative analysis was used to analyze 
the evolutionary path and hot topics in the field.

Global climate change, characterized by climate warming, has 
become one of the most prominent risk problems in society at present 
(Bizuneh et al., 2022). Whether people migrate to cope with climate 
change or climate migration brings many accompanying problems to 
the environment, economy, politics, society, and culture, it is of great 
theoretical and practical significance to study the internal relationship 
between climate change and population migration. How to improve 
people’s understanding of population migration caused by climate risk 
and analyze the main factors that cause climate migration based on 
existing research have become urgent issues. Since the 1980s, the 
international community has gradually paid attention to the issue of 
population migration related to climate change, while domestic 
research results on the global environment, climate change, and 
population migration are relatively few. This paper combs some 
important issues in the field of climate migration, points out the 
current research trends in this field, and provides research ideas for 
scholars in the field of climate migration.

2. Research method

2.1. Data sources

The data used in this study are from the WOS database and CNKI 
database. CNKI, founded in June 1999, is an authoritative academic 
platform in China. It is the concept of national knowledge infrastructure, 
which was proposed by the World Bank in 1998. CNKI project is an 
information construction project aimed at realizing the dissemination 
and sharing of knowledge resources in the whole society. CNKI has 
developed into an international leading online publishing platform 
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integrating journals, doctoral theses, master’s theses, conference papers, 
newspapers, reference books, yearbooks, patents, standards, Chinese 
studies, and overseas literature resources. The daily updated literature 
volume of the center website is more than 50,000. The keywords 
retrieved from the WOS database were “climate change induced 
migration*,” “climate migration*,” climate resettlement*, climate 
refugee*, and “environmental migration*.”1 A total of 807 documents 
were retrieved, with a time span of 2008–2021. Excluding 12 review 
papers, six conference papers, two books and two others, and 785 valid 
documents in WOS database were obtained. The CNKI database 
searches 274 studies with the subject words “climate migration,” “climate 
refugee,” or “environmental migration” (Guo and Shi, 2013; Yan and Shi, 
2016, 2017), and the time span was from 2008 to 2021. Excluding 62 
dissertations, six conference papers, 17 newspapers, one book, three 
achievements and 28 characteristic journals, 157 valid documents in 
CNKI database were obtained.2

2.2. Method

The specific research methods include word frequency analysis, 
cluster analysis, burst word detection analysis, etc. The specific 
technical software used includes Origin mapping software, CiteSpace 
visual literature measurement software, SPSS statistical analysis 
software, etc.

2.2.1. Word frequency analysis
By analyzing the frequency of the subject words in the literature, 

the hot topics in the discipline or research field were found and the 
development trend of the research hotspots were transfer through the 
timeline map.

2.2.2. Cluster analysis
Clustering data based on similar features were used to compare 

the similarity between different data. It is one of the basic tools for 
people to recognize the characteristics of unknown things. Following 
the hierarchical clustering principle, the similarity of subject words 
was clustered from large to small.

1 The description of the selection of literature search terms. In March 2011, 

the concept of “climate migration” was first proposed in the report “Climate 

Change and Migration in Asia and the Pacific” released by the Asian 

Development Bank (Houghton, 1996; Weir et al., 2017). Thus far, the concept 

of climate migration has not been widely known. Most researchers at home 

and abroad use the research topics of ecological resettlement, environmental 

resettlement, environmental refugees, and climate refugees. Due to the limited 

number of literature searches based on climate migration keywords, the 

research is unrepresentative, so this study selects the keywords of “climate 

migration”, “environmental resettlement” and “climate refugees” for literature 

retrieval. In our literature search, it was found that since 2008 there has been 

research on climate migration, so the years for the literature search were from 

2008–2021.

2 As there are few relevant studies on climate migration in China, the research 

is in its infancy. So this study conducted in-depth analysis on the evolution 

trend and hot topics of climate migration research according to relevant 

documents in the “Web of science core collection” (WOS) database.

2.2.3. Detection and analysis of paroxysmal 
words

The value of a variable has surged in a short time, suddenly 
becoming a hot spot, which is a concern for the academic community 
and can be  understood as the “Baidu Index.” This variable can 
be keywords (frequency), authors, institutions, countries (number of 
documents issued), references (frequency of citations), and other 
aspects. Through burst detection, it was found that research in a 
particular field shows an evolutionary trend from macro to micro, and 
from single to diversified. The aim was to review or predict which key 
branch technologies have become hot in what period, and even 
predict which key technologies can continue the burst trend in the 
future. See Figure 1 for research methods and steps. Burst detection 
parameter setting: the gamma value range is 0–1. The smaller the 
value, the greater the number of emergent words will be. The 
parameter Minimum represents the minimum unit of the emergence 
time (default: 2 years, minimum: 1 year). Again, the smaller the value 
is, the more emergent words there will be.

2.2.4. Analysis of keyword co-occurrence
The keywords is are the eyes of the paper and represents a high 

summary of the research theme of the article. Analyzing the keywords 
of the paper can provide a quick understanding of the research theme 
of the paper. There is a certain relationship between keywords in the 
paper. Usually “cooccurrence frequency” is used to express this 
relationship. The more keywords appear in the same document, the 
closer the relationship between the two keywords is. Keyword 
co-occurrence analysis analyzes the relationship between each topic 
in the literature set by calculating statistics on the frequency of 
keyword co-occurrence in the literature.

3. Results

3.1. Statistical analysis of overall literature

3.1.1. Statistical analysis by publishing time
This research is based on the statistical analysis of 785 related 

documents of WOS source journals and 157 related documents of 
CNKI source journals (see Table 1). There was significantly more 
research on climate migration in the WOS database than in the CNKI 
database, and the research on climate migration in the WOS database 
shows exponential growth. In contrast, the research on climate 
migration in the CNKI database tends to grow steadily (see Figure 2). 
Based on the relevant research literature on climate migration in the 
WOS database, the number of climate migration research papers can 
be  divided into three stages: (1) From 2008 to 2009, the climate 
migration research in this stage was stable, with an average annual 
number of papers of 11. (2) From 2010 to 2016, climate migration 
research showed an upward trend, with an average annual number of 
35 papers. (3) In 2017–2021, climate migration research entered a 
stage of rapid development, with an average annual number of 102 
papers, which has become a focus of academic and social attention.

3.1.2. Statistical analysis by discipline
The discipline classification of relevant literature in the research 

field plays an important role in scientific research, from which the 
discipline classification and proportion of the research content can 
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FIGURE 2

Annual statistical chart of literature related to climate migration 
research (2008–2021).

be analyzed. In this study, the top 10 disciplines from the climate 
migration literature database were selected (Table  2). The WOS 
database accounts for a relatively high proportion of disciplines, 
including Environmental Sciences and Ecology and Geography; 

Environmental science, resource utilization, and meteorology account 
for a high proportion in the CNKI database. In addition, the subjects 
involved in the literature in the two databases were administration, 
demography, and macroeconomic management. Climate migration is 
an interdisciplinary research field involving both natural science and 
social science, which puts forward higher academic level requirements 
for researchers.

3.1.3. Statistical analysis by core authors
Core authors play a significant role in scientific research, reflecting 

the level of the research field, to a certain extent, and driving research 
forward. In this study, CiteSpace measurement software was used to 
analyze the literature in the two databases (Tables 3, 4). The analysis 
found that the scholars Farbotko C (Farbotko, 2010, 2019; Farbotko and 
Lazrus, 2012; Farbotko et al., 2016, 2020; Boas et al., 2019), Kelman 
I (Mercer et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2015, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2021), and 
McNamara KE (McNamara, 2007; McNamara and Gibson, 2009; 
McNamara and Des Combes, 2015; Farbotko et al., 2020; McNamara 
et  al., 2020) published more than 10 papers on climate migration 
research in the WOS database in the target period, belonging to high-
yield scholars in the field of climate migration. In the China CNKI 
database, scholars Shi Guoqing, Chen Shaojun, and Cao Zhijie have 
published more than five articles on climate migration research in the 
target period. They are leading scholars in the field of climate migration 

FIGURE 1

Research methods and steps.

TABLE 1 Annual statistics of literature related to climate migration research (2008–2021).

Years 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

WOS 11 11 30 26 30 34 38

CNKI 10 16 10 10 11 17 18

Years 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

WOS 47 46 80 82 94 130 126

CNKI 12 14 9 9 8 9 4
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research in China. Professor Shi Guoqing is not only one of the scholars 
who jointly published climate migration papers in Science on January 
28, 2011, but also one of the Chinese scholars who published the most 
papers in both Chinese and English. At the same time, he also published 
many papers on various resettlement policies, theories, and applications, 
such as projects, disasters, ecology, poverty alleviation, mines, etc. (Shi, 
2005; Guo and Shi, 2010). Professor Chen Shaojun has made many 
achievements in the field of climate migration research, systematically 
defined the concept and type of climate migration, performed an 
in-depth analysis of the migration mechanism, current situation, and 
countermeasures of climate migration, and creatively combed the 
formation mechanism and evolution trend of climate poverty (Cao and 
Chen, 2013, 2016; Cao et al., 2014).

3.1.4. Statistical analysis by leading research 
institutions

In this study, Cite space measurement software was used to analyze 
the cooperation network of scientific research institutions and generate 
corresponding maps (Figures 3, 4). The scientific research cooperation 
network was measured by jointly publishing papers in bibliometrics. In 
the cooperation network map of scientific research institutions in the 
WOS database, there were 341 network nodes and 281 connecting lines 
between nodes. Among them, the color of network nodes represents the 
time distribution of published literature by institutions, and the color of 
connecting points represents the year of the first cooperation of 
scientific research institutions. Chinese Acad Sci, Univ Melbourne, 
Australian NatlUniv, Univ Queensland, and UCL are high-yield 
scientific research institutions in the field of climate migration research 
internationally. The National Research Center of Resettlement of Hohai 
University is a high-yield scientific research institution in the field of 
climate migration research in China. These scientific research 
institutions have strong leadership and authority in the field of climate 
migration research. From the perspective of network map density, the 

node density of the cooperative network map in Figure 3 was 0.0048, 
and the density of the cooperative network map in Figure 4 was 0, 
indicating that scientific research institutions lack cooperation in the 
field of climate migration. Climate migration will become a hot research 
topic. China can introduce scientific research talent from the above 
scientific research institutions to strengthen China’s scientific climate 
migration research.

3.2. Analysis of keyword co-occurrence

Due to space constraints, this study selected the top 40 keywords 
(Table  5). The size of centrality reflects the co-occurrence of this 
keyword and other keywords. The top three in terms of centrality are 
an environmental refugee (0.34), exposure (0.34), exposure (0.34), and 
risk (0.31).

3.3. Analysis of keyword cluster

Keyword clustering analysis is based on keyword co-occurrence 
analysis. This study uses measurement software to cluster keywords 
and obtains a keyword clustering atlas (Figure 5). In the keyword 
clustering map, two values determine whether the clustering effect is 
ideal. One is the Q value of the clustering module, and the other is the 
S value of the average clustering contour. When Q > 0.3, the clustering 
structure is significant; when S > 0.5, the clustering is more reasonable, 
and when S > 0.7, the clustering effect is satisfactory. In Figure 4, the 
Q value is 0.7921, and the S value is 0.9216, indicating that the 
keyword clustering structure is very significant and the clustering 
effect is satisfactory.

In this study, the log likelihood ratio (LLR) is used to extract the 
clustering label words of keywords. The larger the LLR value is the 

TABLE 2 Statistics of relevant literature on climate migration by discipline (2008–2021).

Serial no

Database of WOS Database of CNKI

Discipline
Number of 

records
Proportion (%) Discipline

Number of 
records

Proportion (%)

1 Environmental 

Sciences ecology

306 38 Environmental science 

and resource utilization

46 27

2 Geography 119 15 Meteorology 27 16

3 Science technology 

other topics

69 9 Administration and 

state administration

25 15

4 Government law 67 8 International law 22 13

5 Meteorology 

atmospheric sciences

56 7 Chinese politics and 

international politics

22 13

6 Social sciences other 

topics

44 5 Demography 11 6

7 Geology 42 5 Building science and 

engineering

5 3

8 Demography 40 5 Economic system 

reform

5 3

9 Business economics 33 4 Macroeconomic 

management

4 2

10 Water resources 31 4 Industrial economy 4 2
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FIGURE 3

Map of the cooperation network of research institutions (WOS 2008–2021).

more representative the clustering label words are. The number of 
keywords in keyword clustering is greater than 10 indicating that the 
clustering is meaningful. According to the LLR algorithm, a total of 
18 clusters are obtained. Since the number of keywords in cluster # 16 
and cluster # 17 is only 8 which is less than 10 they are eliminated 
without analysis so that we can obtain a total of 16 effective clusters 
(Table  6). The number of clusters represents the total number of 
keywords contained in the cluster. The degree of clustering represents 
the similarity between the members of the cluster. The larger the 
number the more similar it is. For example for cluster # 0, the number 
of clusters is 48 indicating 48 keywords and the compactness is 0.931 
indicating substantial similarity among cluster members. The 

keywords of cluster members in the top three clusters with LLR values 
are defection LLR value is 9.74; anthropological activities LLR value 
is 5.73; and migration flyway LLR value is 4.67.

3.4. Analysis of the timeline map

The timeline atlas is \ generated on the basis of clustering. Cluster 
members are arranged on the same line according to the order of the 
timeline. Due to space constraints, this study selects the timeline atlas 
of the top 10 keyword clusters (Figure 6). The timeline map is mainly 
interpreted from the four dimensions of “first appearance,” “hot 

TABLE 3 Statistics of more than five core authors (WOS 2008–2021).

Number of 
documents issued

Core author

12 or more Farbotko C (12) Kelman I (12)

7–11 Mcnamara KE (10) Fang XQ (8) Mcmichael C (8) Boas I (7) Stojanov R (7)

5–6 Arnall A (6) Bettini G (6) Lazrus H (6) Coley D (5) Oppenheimer M (5)

Upadhyay H (5) Warner K (5) Xiao LB (5) Ye Y (5)

TABLE 4 Statistics of more than two core authors (CNKI 2008–2021).

Number of 
documents issued

Core author

7 or more Shi Guoqing (10) Chen Shaojun (9)

5–6 Cao Zhijie (5)

3–4 Wang Kelin (4) Shi Mingyu (3) Chen Hongsong (3)

2 Zeng Fuping (2) Yu Qingnian (2) Wang Yijie (2) Zheng Yan (2)

Xi Penghui (2) Yan Dengcai (2) Cai Lin (2) Guo Jianping (2)

Yu Yizun (2) Fan Liangshu Liu Haijian (2) Mao Yingjie (2)
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trend,” “cold trend,” and “landmark research.” Taking cluster # 0 
deformation as an example, the keyword “climate” with the highest 
frequency among its cluster members first appeared in 2009 (Figure 7). 
As shown in Figure  7, the frequency of the keyword appeared to 
fluctuate and increase, becoming a research hotspot. Figure 6 shows 
that the core keywords in cluster # 0, the deforestation cluster, are 

densely distributed, and the research is hot. Scholars have paid more 
attention to them. The distribution of core words in cluster # 8 metal 
is relatively small, indicating that this cluster’s research is cooling 
down and attention has decreased since 2011. Iconic keywords 
generally refer to words with high intermediary centrality. The purple 
keyword in the outermost circle of the key word tree ring chart is a 

FIGURE 4

Map of the cooperation network of research institutions (CNKI2008–2021).

TABLE 5 Statistics of high-frequency keywords in the field of climate migration research (WOS 2008–2021).

Serial no
High frequency 
keywords

Frequency Centrality Serial no
High frequency 
keywords

Frequency Centrality

1 Climate change 159 0.04 21 Management 17 0.28

2 Refugee 129 0.06 22 Migrant 17 0.07

3 Migration 99 0.25 23 Sea level rise 17 0.06

4 Adaptation 99 0.14 24 Conservation 16 0.15

5 Impact 88 0.07 25 Variability 16 0.04

6 Vulnerability 68 0.01 26 Conflict 15 0.22

7 Resettlement 54 0.14 27 Security 15 0.04

8 Politics 40 0.09 28 Framework 15 0.03

9 Climate 38 0.13 29 Model 15 0.02

10 Risk 36 0.31 30 Crisis 15 0.06

11 Displacement 33 0.00 31 Environmental change 14 0.00

12 Policy 28 0.02 32 Africa 14 0.21

13 Community 26 0.10 33 Immigrant 13 0.10

14 Resilience 26 0.04 34 Biodiversity 13 0.09

15 Environmental refugee 24 0.34 35 Mental health 13 0.08

16 Population 19 0.04 36 Experience 13 0.06

17 Discourse 19 0.02 37 Livelihood 13 0.05

18 Governance 19 0.01 38 Disaster 13 0.00

19 Drought 18 0.16 39 Island 13 0.02

20 Context 17 0.01 40 Out migration 13 0.01
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TABLE 6 Keyword clustering table (WOS 2008–2021).

Cluster no Clustering 
number

Clustering 
degree

Keywords of the top three LLR values in cluster

#0 48 0.931 Deforestation (9.74) Anthropocentric activities (5.73) Migration flyway (4.67)

#1 34 0.924 Impact (14.69) Pattern (12.7) Survival (8.46)

#2 31 0.854 Well-being (12.8) Africa (9.07) Flight (6.39)

#3 30 0.864 Environment (10.66) Risk (10.66) Ethiopia (10.47)

#4 27 0.935 Model (8.64) Environmental refugee (8.64) Flood (6.36)

#5 24 0.953 Education (10.98) Just transition (10.98) Political economy (10.03)

#6 21 0.875 Refugee crisis (11.17) Politics (8.83) Security (8.83)

#7 21 0.864 Thermal comfort (16.02) Environmental migrants (13.61) Refugee shelters (9.86)

#8 20 0.925 Methane (7.56) Malawi (7.56) Precarity (7.56)

#9 19 0.908 Vanuatu (14.08) Samoa (14.08) Fiji (10.32)

#10 19 0.947 Change adaptation (10.86) Maldives (9.12) 马 Kiribati(8.4)

#11 18 0.909 Migrants (12.12) Acculturation (9.49) Climate change (8.28)

#12 18 0.945 Dam (14.87) Investment (7.42) Public health response (7.42) 公

#13 17 0.956 Informational mismatches (8.24) Atlantic oscillation (8.24) Annual survival (8.24)

#14 17 0.982 Australia (9.36) Collective deprivation (7.39) Tradable quotas (7.39)

#15 15 1 Vector-borne disease (6.97) Sensitivity to climate (6.97) Middle miocene climatic optimum (6.97)

symbolic keyword, such as impact, resilience, adaptation, etc. The 
evolutionary relationship of the intermediate core words between 
clusters over time can be clearly seen according to the evolution map 
of the relationship between keyword clusters. The color of the line 
indicates the corresponding year. Due to space limitations, Figure 8 
shows the evolution map of the relationship between climate 
migration keyword clusters in 2021.

3.5. Detection and analysis of paroxysmal 
words

Here, the gamma value of the parameter is 1, and the minimum 
value of the parameter is 2. The keyword emergence map in the 
climate migration research field is obtained (Figure 9), where “Begin” 
refers to the year when the keyword first appeared; “End” refers to the 

FIGURE 5

Keyword clustering map (WOS 2008–2021).
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year when the keyword disappeared; and “Strength” refers to the 
strength of keyword emergence. The larger the value, the more 

important it is. The red line indicates the duration of the 
keyword highlighting.

FIGURE 6

Keyword timeline map of climate migration (WOS 2008–2021).

FIGURE 7

Year of the first keyword in the #0 Cluster group (WOS 2008–2021).
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FIGURE 8

Evolution map of the relationship between keywords of climate migration (WOS 2008–2021).

FIGURE 9

Burst detection keyword map of climate migration (WOS 2008–
2021).

4. Discussion

4.1. Division of research stages

Based on the above analysis of the detection of unexpected words, 
the unexpected words in the key words can be identified within a 
certain period of time. Combined with their evolution and changes on 
the timeline, the first 11 unexpected words can be obtained. Combined 
with relevant literature research and expert opinions, the development 
trend of climate migration research was divided into three stages.

4.1.1. Initial exploration stage (2008–2011)
This stage is mainly in the preliminary exploration stage of climate 

migration research. It can be  seen from the mutation core words 

“drought,” “out migration,” “dynamics,” “environmental refugee,” and 
“dam” in Figure  7 during this period that the concept of climate 
migration has not been put forward at this stage. Foreign scholars pay 
more attention to the study of “environmental refugees” and have 
carried out a series of fruitful studies on “environmental refugees” 
through multiple dimensions.

4.1.2. Rich development stage (2012–2017)
In 2011, the Asian Development Bank put forward the expression 

of “climate migration” for the first time. Since then, there has been 
much research on “climate migration.” The research results mainly 
focus on the factors of population migration induced by climate 
change, migration patterns caused by different climate types, 
prediction models of climate change and population migration, and 
the impact of climate change and population migration on health. It 
can be seen from the sudden changes in the core words “narrative,” 
“island,” “sea level rise,” and “pacific” in Figure 7 that scholars pay 
special attention to the migration and reconstruction of cities, rural 
areas, and enterprises, the inundation of islands, and the resettlement 
from disasters planned in advance due to land use changes in coastal 
areas caused by sea level rise.

4.1.3. System deepening research stage (2018)
It can be  seen from the mutation core words “justice” and 

“network” in Figure 7 during this period that the research on climate 
migration has extended to the level of climate justice. With the signing 
of the Paris Agreement, international scholars have gradually 
deepened their research on climate justice. The Lauterlich Handbook 
on Climate Justice (2019) prepared by Jia Fuli, a scholar, systematically 
summarized the relevant scientific research achievements of 
international climate justice; the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
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launched the term “climate justice” written by Carney, a scholar, in 
2020. At this stage, scholars from different disciplines also successively 
joined in the study of climate justice. Second, the research on the 
restoration of the livelihood network of climate migrants has been 
deepened. When climate migrants flow into the immigration area, 
they may compete with the residents of the immigration area for 
scarce natural resources, economic resources and social resources, 
resulting in sharp conflicts. Many scholars have begun to study the 
construction of a sustainable development network for livelihood 
restoration (Figure 10).

4.2. Discussion on hot research topics in 
the field of climate migration

According to the previous quantitative analysis of relevant 
documents in the field of climate migration and the views of experts 
and scholars in the field of climate migration, the research focuses 
mainly include the following three points.

4.2.1. Research on different types of climate 
migration
4.2.1.1. Climate migration caused by sea level rise

The potential land inundation, immersion, and erosion impact of 
islands and mainland coastal areas due to sea level rise will restrict the 
land use of sea areas, move residents and enterprises in urban and 
rural areas in a planned way and rebuild the production and life of 
migrants. As sea level rise is a slow change process, it provides time 
for formulating and implementing resettlement plans, and disaster 
avoidance resettlement plans can be carried out in advance. Compared 
with sudden climate disasters, such as hurricanes, floods, and 
tsunamis, sea level rise is difficult to stop. For people in island 
countries and coastal areas, migration is the only option (Bohra-
Mishra et al., 2017). At present, island countries threatened by sea 
level rise include some Pacific countries, such as Kiribati and Tuvalu. 
The residents of these countries will have to choose to relocate to other 
countries to find another way to live (Constable, 2017). According to 

a study of Dhaka immigrants, the rise in sea level has impacted 
domestic population migration (Ahsan et al., 2014). In Kiribati, the 
local government has begun implementing the national policy of 
“dignified migration,” allowing citizens to master technology and 
migrate abroad through technology (Wyett, 2014). Scientists predict 
that if the government does not take effective measures, the water level 
in Venice, Italy, will rise by 54 cm by 2,100 compared with 2009, 
meaning that Venice may be immersed in water daily.

4.2.1.2. Climate migration caused by flood disasters
Due to the temporal and spatial variation in rainfall, the 

probability of external floods and local rainfall waterlogging is 
increased, and flood disasters are aggravated. As a result, urban and 
rural residents temporarily or permanently lose the conditions for 
settlement and production. They choose to relocate and rebuild their 
production and life. When rainfall increases sharply, it is easy to 
distinguish the population migration caused by rainstorms and 
floods, and most affected people are in poor countries with low 
mobility (Lonergan, 1998). Globally, population migration caused by 
floods or rainstorms is only temporary. They want to return to their 
original location to rebuild their homes (Thiede et al., 2016). The 
current case study also notes that most migrants choose to return to 
their original place of residence due to temporary internal migration 
caused by floods (Martin et  al., 2014). For example, in the flood 
disaster in Pakistan in 2010, approximately 7 million victims returned 
to their homes to continue production and life after the flood 
(Lom, 2010).

4.2.1.3. Climate migration caused by drought 
deterioration

Climate change will reduce rainfall in areas with severe 
ecological vulnerability, which will become a long-term trend 
(Dantas et  al., 2020). It will lead to the rapid reduction of 
groundwater level, soil degradation, reduction of agricultural land 
use value, decline of farmers’ livelihoods and income, and the 
attraction of development opportunities in different places, which 
may lead to the migration of the rural population to other villages 

FIGURE 10

Division of research stages.
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or cities to make a living (Brasil Neto et al., 2022). The study found 
that the increase in the number of domestic migrants in Tanzania 
(Afifi et al., 2014), the rise in the number of migrants in Burkina Faso 
and Mali, and the intensification of urban migration in sub-Saharan 
Africa are all related to the reduction in local rainfall (Findley, 1994; 
Barrios et al., 2006). When precipitation decreases, the drought cycle 
will be prolonged, the soil quality will decline, and it is unsuitable 
for farming. Farmers will move from rural areas to cities (McLeman 
and Ploeger, 2012). Based on the comparative analysis of three 
villages in Tanzania, the results show that after considering other 
important demographic and socioeconomic factors, such as age, 
wealth, and education, there is a positive correlation between rainfall 
shortage and outward migration (Hossain et al., 2021). In the study 
of Ethiopian migration, more than half of the respondents said 
drought had aggravated the migration of the rural population. In 
addition, villge conflict, food supply, land quality, livestock quantity, 
and other factors also influence migration (Ezra, 2001). Gray and 
other researchers have shown that during a particularly severe 
drought, the number of long-distance population movements related 
to labor will double, especially for men who go out to work due to a 
lack of land resources (Gray and Mueller, 2012). This is the same as 
the research conclusion of Mersha et al., in the extreme drought 
period, the mobility of the male labor force in Ethiopia is much 
higher than that of the female labor force (Mersha and Van 
Laerhoven, 2016). In Guizhou, Shaanxi, Gansu, and other western 
regions of China, the majority of the 8.63 million migrants relocated 
from 2016 to 2020 are also from ecologically vulnerable areas with 
severe drought and land degradation caused by climate change. The 
core issue considered by the migrants in Zhijin County, Guizhou 
Province, is how to improve the environment through relocation, 
effectively reduce family risks, maintain their livelihoods and 
original social network, and obtain housing subsidies from the 
government. Environmental and non-environmental factors affect 
their choices differently (Shi et  al., 2019). The “Massive Scale 
Shangnan Migration Plan (MSSMP)” in Shangnan County, Shaanxi 
Province, Northwest China, was launched to cope with the impacts 
related to climate change. The results show that MSSMP helps local 
residents better adapt to the environment (Lei et al., 2017). Through 
research on the migration willingness of immigrants in southern 
Shaanxi Province, it was found that policy factors, psychological 
expectation factors, and environmental factors significantly impact 
migration willingness (Shi and Zhou, 2018). Yu Qingnian, a scholar, 
analyzed the characteristics of rural population migration under an 
extremely arid climate through his field survey in Xundian County, 
Kunming City (Yu and Shi, 2010; Yu et al., 2011).

4.2.1.4. Climate migration caused by extreme climate 
events

Population migration activities caused by extreme weather, such 
as storm surges, hurricanes, tsunamis, hail, and freezing rain, often 
occur in coastal areas. In terms of extreme weather events, South 
America is often affected by floods, and the Caribbean is often affected 
by hurricanes. Researcher Dasgupta et al. noted that Puerto Rico, the 
Bahamas, and Belize were the countries that suffered the most from 
coastal storms (Dasgupta et al., 2009). Academician Saldana studied 
the relationship between climate disasters, such as storms, floods, and 
frost, in Mexico and population mobility. Under the same conditions, 
the migration rate of the population will increase by 5–13% for every 

10% increase in the frequency of climate disasters (Saldaña-Zorrilla 
and Sandberg, 2009).

4.2.1.5. Climate migration due to climate change 
discomfort

Fluctuating and extreme temperatures, humidity, air pollution, 
and other factors have a negative impact on the production and living 
conditions of residential areas. To avoid risks, local residents choose 
to migrate voluntarily to other areas to live. The temperature rise has 
affected grain production in the United States, which has led local 
people to move to places more suitable for crop production  
(Feng et  al., 2012). The continuous increase in temperature has 
increased the number of Indonesian people migrating across 
provinces (Bohra-Mishra et al., 2014). The temperature difference 
between the immigration and emigration places plays an important 
role in interstate population migration in the United States (Poston 
et al., 2009). Temperature and air pollution affect population migration 
in various ways, such as air pollution in chemical industry parks and 
the reduction of household income (DeWaard et al., 2016). Among 
many possible ways, climate change causes farmers to migrate through 
its impact on agricultural mechanisms (Kubik and Maurel, 2016). 
Under such conditions, climate change will have a negative impact on 
the livelihood of farmers and eventually lead to migration activities by 
affecting agricultural production activities.

4.2.1.6. Climate migration caused by climate change 
response projects

To actively respond to climate change, hydropower, wind power, 
solar energy, and other power generation engineering facilities in 
renewable energy sources will be used to replace fossil energy power 
generation. In addition, dikes and sluice projects will be  built in 
coastal areas and river sea intersections to avoid seawater intrusion. 
Reservoirs will be built in rivers to regulate water volume to address 
floods and waterlogging drought disasters caused by climate change. 
Flood storage and detention areas will be set up in low-lying areas of 
rivers to retain floods, or flood channels will be opened manually. In 
addition to the migration of various polluting enterprises that reduce 
carbon emissions, the abandonment and transformation of thermal 
power plants will result in population migration. In addition, 
socioeconomic recovery activities occur in response to climate change 
projects due to the permanent or temporary occupation of land for 
project construction. When climate change negatively impacts local 
social stability and economic development, local residents will 
spontaneously seek more suitable places to live to adapt to climate 
change (Warner et al., 2010). The government usually makes policies 
to require people living in places where the environment is extremely 
fragile to relocate. For example, the Kiribati government has developed 
a relocation plan to address climate change (Barnett and McMichael, 
2018). The Chinese government has removed the residents in the 
flood storage and detention area of the Huaihe River basin. It has 
enacted attractive policies and measures to guide the voluntary 
migration of migrants. The research results show that resettlement 
location, resettlement subsidies, and policy rationality have the most 
significant positive effect on population migration. The government 
should encourage farmers to resettle to speed up the resettlement 
process (Wang et al., 2020). In the lower reaches of the Yellow River 
basin, residents in the beach area will be relocated to residential areas 
to cope with the possible floods caused by climate change.
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4.2.1.7. Climate migration due to disruption of fishermen's 
livelihood caused by climate change

Climate change has led to changes in natural conditions, such as 
ocean temperature and ocean currents (Falco et al., 2018), which have 
a negative impact on the supply of fishery products and the livelihood 
of migrants (McMichael et al., 2012). Many scholars have studied and 
are concerned about the impact of climate change on fishery security 
and the livelihood of fishermen. Fishery production needs to rely on 
stable and good marine environmental conditions. The standard 
development process of catches also needs appropriate sea water 
density, temperature, climate, and other conditions. The continuous 
deterioration of the marine environment, sea level rise, marine 
disasters, and other adverse factors have affected the original 
accumulation of fishermen’s livelihood capital, which may also destroy 
the fishermen’s livelihood system (Xu and Shi, 2017). Therefore, 
climate change will have a negative impact on fishery security in many 
places, and people will migrate to places where fishery access and 
agricultural livelihoods are more secure, increasing the speed of 
population mobility.

4.2.2. Study on quantitative models of climate 
migration

The research on quantitative models related to climate migration 
started from spatial vulnerability modeling, which is a set of 
vulnerability impact assessment and development technologies caused 
by natural disasters (Cutter et al., 2012). The general cycle model or 
regional climate model is built by using geographic information 
system (GIS) and remote sensing technology (RS) to combine many 
resource data, population data, and agricultural economic data to 
calculate which places and populations will suffer from the negative 
impact of climate change (McGranahan et al., 2007). For example, 
McLeman established a geographic population information simulation 
model through regional climate data and population census data to 
study the truth of population migration caused by climate change in 
western Canada in the 1930s (McLeman et al., 2010). Academician 
Feng calculated the semi-elasticity between population migration and 
crop yield in each state by using Mexican census data and crop yield 
data over the years and calculated the impact of future climate change 
on crop yield and population migration (Feng et al., 2010). Barbieri, a 
scholar, measured the impact of changes in crop yields on the future 
population migration pattern in northeastern Brazil. It is anticipated 
that as scholars’ interest in climate change and population migration 
models grows, more and more breakthroughs in modeling research 
will be  produced (Silva et  al., 2022), advancing the study and 
advancement of the relationship between climate change and 
population migration (Barbieri et al., 2010).

4.2.3. Climate justice research
Climate justice, on the one hand, has been analyzed from the 

macro perspective of developed and developing countries. People 
around the world are experiencing climate change in different forms. 
The truth is that rich developed countries have burned many fossil 
fuels for economic development in the past few 100 years and 
benefited most from the carbon emissions that have led to climate 
change. However, they are not the biggest victims of climate change. 
The largest victims are those in poor or developing countries. 
Indigenous people, people with disabilities, women and children, and 
other groups are most vulnerable to the damage caused by climate 
change, which has formed the “injustice” of the current climate. In 

addition, there is “intergenerational injustice”: older generations 
benefiting from fossil fuels, but young generations facing the serious 
consequences of climate change. On the other hand, from the micro 
perspective of transnational migration. Diane C. Bates’ research shows 
that many countries usually regard climate migration as a burden 
rather than an opportunity. As there is no uniform provision and 
recognition for “climate refugees,” they are not protected by 
international refugee law. Shi Xueying, a scholar, studied two legal 
cases of climate migration: citizens of Kiribati failed to apply to 
New Zealand for residence through the status of “climate refugee,” 
while citizens of Tuvalu successfully applied. Whether the 
international community can recognize climate migrants and whether 
they can enjoy the rights of “refugees” has attracted everyone’s attention.

5. Conclusion

The migration problem caused by climate change has become an 
unavoidable and prominent problem in the 21st century. Many island 
countries have faced the risk of national subjugation due to rising sea 
levels triggered by climate change. The island countries that will 
disappear due to the increase in sea levels include but are not limited 
to Tuvalu, Nauru, the Maldives, Kiribati, Palau, Western Samoa, etc. 
China has conducted a large number of characteristic studies on 
ecological resettlement, relocation for poverty alleviation, and disaster 
resettlement in response to climate change. Nevertheless, research on 
the theory and practice of climate migration caused by climate change, 
in reality, is seriously insufficient. The international research on 
climate migration is also limited to the perspective of the origin of the 
problem, and specific cases are analyzed, lacking systematic and 
comprehensive research on theories, methods, policies, and strategies. 
Moreover, climate migration research is an interdisciplinary research 
field integrating multiple disciplines (atmospheric science, 
meteorology, hydrology, oceanography, geography, demography, 
economics, management, sociology, psychology, agronomy, water 
conservancy engineering, etc.), which requires the participation of 
scholars from different academic backgrounds.

For future research on climate migration, the following is 
suggested: (1) Strengthen the research on the prediction ability of 
climate change and population migration models. Focus on 
strengthening the prediction of urban, rural and enterprise migration 
and reconstruction caused by land change in coastal areas due to sea 
level rise and research on population migration due to flood, 
waterlogging and drought disaster risks caused by meteorological and 
hydrological changes. (2) Make use of China’s beneficial exploration 
in the fields of engineering resettlement, ecological resettlement, 
poverty alleviation resettlement, etc., to formulate climate migration 
policies, regulations and strategic planning; apply them to the 
preparation, planning, and implementation management of climate 
migration policies in a planned way; and explore sustainable livelihood 
restoration based on the migration mechanism of creating a 
harmonious society (De Sherbinin et  al., 2011; Xu and Shi, 2020; 
Downing et al., 2021). (3) Establish a database cloud platform related 
to climate change and population migration. Classify different climate 
types, import climate-related data and population migration data 
generated by climate change into the database, and implement 
dynamic monitoring and management. (4) Climate refugia, defined 
as the regions can help species buffer the impact of climate change, has 
been a hot research in biodiversity conservation planning  
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(Hua et al., 2022). This term also has important reference value for 
climate migration. Although it is currently only for species protection, 
it could improve the resilience of communities to climate change. The 
study points out that climate migration research is an interdisciplinary 
field that needs joint research by scholars from different academic 
backgrounds. We should strengthen the exchange and cooperation 
between Chinese researchers in the field of climate migration and 
international scientific research institutions.

Through a literature review, this study summarized the research 
hotspots in the field of climate change and population migration and 
pointed out the research direction for researchers entering the field of 
climate migration. However, this study did not conduct in-depth 
research on specific cases, which is also the main research aspect of 
our future research.
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